
Push or Pull: The Definition of Force in
Physics for Children
Welcome to the fascinating world of physics, where we explore the forces
that shape our universe! Force is a fundamental concept that governs how
objects interact with each other and move around us. In this article, we'll
delve into the definition of force and explore the two main types of forces:
push and pull. Get ready to push and pull your way through this exciting
journey into the world of physics!

Simply put, force is a push or pull that can change the motion of an object.
Imagine a gentle push on a swing, sending it soaring through the air, or a
strong pull on a rope, bringing a boat closer to the shore. These are just a
few examples of how force can affect objects around us.

In physics, we recognize two main types of forces: push and pull forces.
Let's explore each of them in more detail:
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A push force, as the name suggests, involves applying a force to an object
to move it away from you. Think about pushing a door open to enter a room
or pushing a shopping cart down the aisle. In each case, you are applying a
push force to move the object in the direction opposite to you.

Pull forces, on the other hand, involve applying a force to an object to move
it towards you. Imagine pulling a rope to bring a heavy object closer or
pulling a suitcase behind you as you walk. In these instances, you are
applying a pull force to move the object in the direction towards you.

Forces are all around us, and we encounter them in various situations daily.
Here are some real-life examples of push and pull forces in action:

Pushing: Walking, kicking a ball, opening a door, pushing a
lawnmower

Pulling: Swimming, pulling a rope, rowing a boat, zipping up a jacket

To solidify our understanding of push and pull forces, let's engage in an
interactive activity:

A small toy car

A smooth surface (e.g., a table or floor)

1. Place the toy car on the smooth surface.

2. Gently push the car away from you, observing how it moves.
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3. Now, pull the car towards you, noticing the difference in its motion.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 several times, alternating between pushing and
pulling the car.

As you push the car, it moves away from you, demonstrating the effect of a
push force. Conversely, when you pull the car, it moves towards you,
showcasing the effect of a pull force.

Congratulations on completing this exploration of force in physics! We've
learned that force is a push or pull that can change the motion of an object.
We've also explored the two main types of forces, push and pull forces, and
provided real-life examples and an interactive activity to help solidify our
understanding.

Remember, force is a fundamental concept in physics, and it plays a crucial
role in explaining how objects move and interact with each other. So, the
next time you push a door open or pull a rope, take a moment to appreciate
the fascinating world of force at work!
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